The identification of association rule mining has attracted many researchers. Several algorithms for effective discovery of association rule have been proposed. With the vast literature of closed frequent itemset discovery and association rule mining, still we are not able to say that we have found solution for most of the problems. This is the inspiration for my study towards the closed frequent itemsets and association rule mining. In this paper we reviewed few algorithms for closed frequent itemset and presented a comparison.
INTRODUCTION
A frequent pattern is defined as the itemset, subsequences or substructures that occur in a document with the frequency equal or above the user specified threshold. Frequent itemset [19, 20] are the itemset which occurred together in the given document. If the subsequences appears frequently in a document is known as frequent sequential pattern. A substructure can refer to various structural forms such as subgraphs, subtrees or sublattices. A frequent structural pattern is defined as a substructure appears frequently in a graph database. An essential need of the frequent pattern is mining associations, correlations, classification, clustering and many other relationships among data. The interesting research area in data mining is the frequent pattern mining among the other different area. An itemset is closed if none of its immediate supersets has the same support as the itemset. The set of closed frequent patterns contains the complete information regarding to its corresponding frequent patterns. In this survey, we perform the overview of the closed frequent pattern mining algorithm, features and problems. In section 2 it give the details about the various algorithm with the comparisons. Finally it concludes with the remarks.
CLOSED FREQUENT ITEMSET ALGORITHMS 2.1 A-CLOSE
The A-Close(Apriori based closed frequent itemset) [18] algorithm is works based on the apriori algorithm along with the concept of the closed itemset lattices concept. It constructs the set of candidate frequent closed patternset in a single pass over the database in a repeated iteration. Then compute the support count for the frequent closed patternset using the minimum support threshold. Finally, closed small patternset can used to construct the set of candidate frequent closed patternset for the next pass. The Key features of the A-Close algorithm are: It uses closed itemset lattices, it reduce search space and memory consumption.
CHARM
CHARM [6, 15, 16, 21, 22, 25] stands for Closed Association Rule Mining algorithm is used to mine the closed frequent patterns. It explores patternset and didset(Document idset) space simultaneously which skips many levels quickly to identify the closed frequent patterns. It uses two pruning strategies, Candidate pruning are not only based on the subset infrequency but also branches are prunes based on nonclosure property. The fundamental operation used is union of two patternset and an intersection of their document ids. The key features of the CHARM algorithm are: It explores both itemset and didsets for quick mining of closed frequent patterns and it uses pure bottom up approaches.
CLOSET
The Closet [13, 15, 21, 22] algorithm used to mine the closed frequent patterns with the help of three techniques such as compression frequent pattern tree structure without candidate generation, Single Path compression technique and partition based projection mechanism. The algorithm initially introduces the divide and conquers method for the mining of the frequent closed patterns by arranging the patterns in a support decreasing order and then divides the search space. The subsets of the frequent closed patterns are mined by constructing corresponding conditional database and mine recursively. Once all the subsets are found, the complete set of frequent closed patterns is obtained. The key features of the closet algorithm are: It uses FP-Tree structure for mining patterns without candidate generations, single prefix path compression technique for quick identification of patterns and partition techniques for scalable mining of the patterns.
CLOSET+
The CLOSET+ [5, 14] algorithm is used to mine closed frequent pattern. Initially, it scans the database only once to find the global frequent patterns and sort the database in support descending order and forms the frequent pattern list, scans the document and builds the FP-Tree using the pattern list, using divide and conquer technique and depth first searching paradigm it finds the closed frequent patterns. Finally, stop the process until all the patterns in the global header are mined. The frequent closed patterns are obtained either from result tree or from the output file.
The key features of the CLOSET+ algorithm are: It uses hybrid tree projection method for the conditional projected database and it uses horizontal data format.
CARPENTER
CARPENTER [7, 9, 24] . In the second step, according to the transpose table, construct the row enumeration tree which enumerates row ids with predefined order and search the tree in depth first order without any pruning strategies. It consists of three pruning strategies, in the prune 1 method, it prunes the branch which are not having enough depth, in prune 2 method, if rj has 100% support in project table of ri , prune the branch rj where support is the depth of the node .and in prune 3 method, At any node in the enumeration tree, if the corresponding itemset of the node has been found before it prunes the branch rooted at this node. The Key features of the CARPENTER algorithm are: It uses row enumeration search for the optimized search and it use depth first approach.
COBBLER
The COBBLER [8] algorithm abbreviated as ComBining row and coLumn enumeration used to mine the closed frequent patterns. In this algorithm, it iteratively calculates the conditional tables and conditional transposed tables in dynamic enumeration tree for performing a traversal in depth first manner. Here, each conditional table represents a feature enumerated node and each conditional transposed table represents as row enumeration node. Initially, The Frequent closed patterns will be set as empty. Based upon the switching condition it performs row enumeration or feature enumeration is performed. In the row enumeration it has three parameters such as conditional transposed table, set of rows consider for the row enumeration according to the imposed order on the rows and frequent closed patterns founded so far. In the feature enumeration it has three parameters such as conditional original table; set of features for the feature enumerations according to the imposing order of the features and frequent closed patterns founded so far. The iterative calculation stops when in the row enumeration process, the set of row enumeration will become empty or in the feature enumeration process, the set of column enumeration will become empty. The Key Feature of the COBBLER algorithm is: It combines both the row and column enumeration and it use depth first search methods.
TD-CLOSE
The TD-Close [10] algorithm uses the Top-Down strategy and closeness checking method to mine the frequent closed patterns .Initially, it performs the transposition operation to transform original table to the transposed table and initialize the frequent closed patterns as an empty set and size of the rowset as zero. Finally, the TopDownMine is used to find the frequent closed patterns. In the TopDownMine, it takes the parameter as x-excluded transposed table, cMinsup and  excludedsize where x-excluded transposed table is a table in which each tuple contains rids less than any of rids in x, and at the same time contains all of the rids greater than any of rids in x, cMinsup is a dynamically changing minimum support threshold and excludedsize is the size of the rowset. The key features of the TD-Close algorithm are: It uses closeness checking method and uses of the Top-Down strategy.
PGMiner
The PGMiner [17, 23] is the Prefix Graph Miner which mines the frequent closed patterns. This algorithm integrates two methods such as projected database and bit vectors. Initially it projecting the document containing into nodes of a graph as similar to FP-Tree but different in the cost of traversing multiple branches of the tree to collect frequency information are low compared to the FP-Tree .Then, the projection of the nodes are encode into the bit vectors with the shorter length compare to the existing approaches. The efficiency of mining algorithm is improved by using two phase such as intra node itemset mining and inter node pruning mechanism. In the intra node itemset mining, it finds the frequent closed patterns for each node and form local closed patterns. In the inter node pruning mechanism, it checks whether the local closed patterns are also globally closed or not and finally obtain the frequent closed patterns. The key features of the PG Miner algorithm are: It uses the projection database to collect the frequency information; it uses bit vectors format leads to fast frequency counting of patterns via intersection operations and the inter and inter node strategies used to reduces the search space.
PTclose
The PTclose [12] stands for the Patricia Tree used to mine the closed frequent patterns. In this algorithm, it uses the PTArray Technique to reduce the scanning of the patricia tree. It has two inputs such as Patricia tree and Closed Frequent Pattern tree. The Patricia tree is a compact tree, used to characterize all relevant frequency information within the document, each branch in patricia tree represents a frequent patterns and the nodes along the branches are in frequency decreasing order from root through leaves. Initially it verifies whether the patricia tree is a single path tree, if so all candidate closed Frequent patterns (CFP) are obtained from the patricia tree and candidate patterns is then compared with all the CFPs within patricia tree. If it is closed patterns it will be inserted into patricia and all CFP -tree existing in memory will be updated until Frequent closed pattern are obtained. The key features of the PTclose algorithm are: It uses patricia tree and PTArray which reduces the time and memory consumption.
ICMiner
ICMiner [1] stands for Inter-transaction Closed patterns Miner for mining closed inter transaction patterns. It consists of two phases, in first phase scans the document to find all frequent patterns and in second phase, it constructs a pattern -dataset tree to generate the closed inter -transaction patterns in a depth first search manner. It uses two pruning strategies such as downward closure property and four properties for closed patterns. The downward closure property defines that, if a pattern is frequent then all of its sub-patterns are frequent. The key features of the ICMiner algorithm are: It uses Depth -First search strategy and effective pruning strategies to avoid costly candidate generation and repeated support counting.
TTD-CLOSE
TTD-Close [11] algorithm mines the closed frequent pattern based on the trace based top down mining strategy. Initially , it generate the transposed table and transformed it into the FRTree(Frequent Rowset Tree) with the supporting structure named as IP-List (Itemset Pointer List) to keep information for the recursion node. In IP-List, the explicit rowset is assigned the complete set of r ids and implicit rowset are assigned as empty. During the iterations, any patternset in a certain IP-List must contain all the r ids in the corresponding implicit rowset and may contain some rids in the explicit rowset, excluding any rid outside these rowset for guaranteed the complete traversal of all the subset based on the row enumeration tree. The key features of the TTD-Close algorithm are: It uses row enumeration strategy and it uses top down strategy for minimize the number of scanning and memory usage.
PCP-Miner
The PCP-Miner [2] is abbreviated from Pointset Closed Pattern Miner which is used to mine the frequent closed patterns in a pointset database. The algorithm consists of two phases. In first phase, it generates frequent length 2 -patterns and for each frequent pattern it engenders the projected database. In second phase, it generate the frequent (k+1) -patterns by joining k-patterns in a joinable class by depth first manner iteratively. The joinable class is used to localize the support counting, candidate pruning and pattern joining in a smallest of projected databases. During the enumeration process, various pruning strategies are applied to prune impossible candidates and remove the frequent but non-closed patterns. The key features of the PCP-Miner are: It finds closed patterns using pointset database and it follows depth first search strategy.
CFIM-P
CFIM-P [3, 4] algorithm stands for Closed Frequent Itemset Mining and Pruning algorithm for mining the closed frequent patterns. The algorithm consists of 3 phases. In the first phase, it traces the null document and filters them for ensuing mining procedures. In the second phase, it mines the closed frequent pattern based on the minimum support count. If the already mined superset exists for the subset of frequent pattern then subset is eliminated by the top down manner. After obtaining the closed frequent itemset, it is added to the list of frequent itemset. In the third phase, the mined closed frequent itemset constitute to form patterns. The key features of the CFIM-P algorithm are: It uses Top down strategy and it eliminates the null transaction before starts the mining process. 
CONCLUSION
Over the decade of year a tremendous numbers of the researches are developed in this domain. In this paper, we present a brief outline and analyses the assessment of the various closed frequent pattern mining algorithms. The comparison table shows the advantages and disadvantages of different closed frequent pattern mining algorithms. The complete coverage on the closed frequent pattern mining is not possible with limited space and knowledge. Short overview may give a rough outline of the recent work of the field. However, in-depth research is needed on several critical issues in various data mining applications.
